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of English at the school stage is himself usually ignorant
of English customs and has seldom been outside his own
country or even his own province. The adoption of this
expedient has also an obvious bearing on the pupil's
introduction to supplementary reading of books written
for English readers by English authors, and on his power,
as his development admits, to appreciate good English
literature. The intensive ' reader', that is to say, should
be so composed and used as to prepare the way to that
wider (and silent) reading which pupils should be able to
undertake with enjoyment while still at school.
The Explanatory Illustration
The same consideration governs the use of pictures
and illustrations in the reader. It is their business to be
explanatory of the text. For this reason as English life
finds its way hito the 7'eader> it is pict2cres and ilhtstrations
&f corresponding scenes and objects—rather than of bidian—
that will ordinarily be required. An English park with its
mansion, an English village with its public house, church
and green, an English hedged field, an English seaside
scene with children playing on the sands, its boating
and bathing, an English city street with its traffic, its
cars or trams, these are examples of the kind of illustra-
tion that is wanted when passages come into the text
dealing with any of these aspects of common life in
England. And in every case the teacher—and the text
also—should be constantly referring the pupil to this or
that detail in the picture, the matter and the illustration
should illuminate one another.
Verse in Readers
Lastly as to the use of verse in readers. Two func-
tions of verse in English readers should be kept widely
separate. Mere verse, which may be only doggerel, is a
serviceable form of mnemonic in the early stages of pro-
gress. It can be used for embodying in easily remem-
berable form illustrations, in sample sentences, of con-
structions, expressions or usages less easily committed
to memory in prose. For this purpose the lines for
memorizing must, of course, be few; the amount of

